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Electric Vehicles (EV) are highly beneficial due to their reliance on electricity and Climate
Change response yet EV sales are lower than would be expected due to range anxiety. If a
potential buyer cannot be assured of having constantly-available and compatible charging
stations, they will not purchase an EV. To increase the sales of EVs through improved char-
ger availability, this paper examines parking configurations, charger design, convenient
‘‘EV only” parking, free charging, etiquette in unplugging another’s vehicle, and legislation.
Data were derived from academic publications, trade market press, conversations, personal
observations, and laws. The results show that chargers are often in a lot’s corner and thus
accessible only to one vehicle, EV owners leave their charged car in the space, drivers use
EV spaces for parking, etiquette cards are not understood, and legislation makes it illegal to
unplug another’s EV. Improvements include less convenient charger spots, an octopus
charger in the middle of the parking lot, modest charging fees to foster turnover, chargers
that indicate an EV is charged, education and legislation about etiquette cards, and legisla-
tion that allows an individual to unplug another’s charged EV. Improvements to charging
should be implemented simultaneously to lessen range anxiety and realize the environ-
mental benefits from reductions in gasoline consumption and mobile source air pollution.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CCBY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Electric vehicles (EV) are Hybrid EV’s (HEV) or plug-in EV’s (PEV). HEV’s are powered by an internal combustion engine
(ICE) that charges the battery as part of its normal operation of propelling the vehicle. PEV’s, the vehicles primarily discussed
in this paper, are either plug-in hybrid electric (PHEV), with both electric and ICE propulsion, or battery electric (BEV), which
is electric propulsion only. Both the PHEV and the BEV are charged by plugging into a suitable EV charger.
Though consumers want to respond to Climate Change and are further encouraged to purchase an EV due to incentives
(Government incentives for plug-in electric vehicles, 2013), range anxiety keeps some from buying an EV. Without a guar-
antee they can easily recharge their vehicle, the risk is too great for the cost of the vehicle. Recent research has revealed that
the consumer’s decision to buy an EV is tied directly to availability of recharging stations (Krupa et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015).
Thus, the biggest inhibitor to buying a PEV is the limited driving range before a charge is needed (Infographic: Owning
Electric Cars, BEVs, and PHEVs – Union of Concerned Scientists, 2013).
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one concern with purchasing EV’s was the range and the second the ability to charge (Evarts, 2013). The two issues are inter-
twined in the simple questions of, ‘‘Do I have enough charge to get there and do I have enough charge to get back?” A survey
found that 71.7% of the respondents were more inclined to purchase a PHEV if charging stations were located at either their
place of work or their trip destination (Krupa et al., 2014). While PHEVs are different from BEVs, with BEVs requiring a char-
ger and PHEVs having an ICE for backup, a lack of chargers even for PHEVs will reduce the battery benefit and thus the eco-
nomic benefit. To complicate recharging, not only is the availability of charging stations critical but the types of chargers at
the stations must match that required for the vehicle. To increase use of EV’s, the number, location and types of chargers
need to grow together to increase charger availability.
Earlier research about EVs was more encouraging and suggested sales were growing and expected to increase as a share
of the automobile market (Kodjak, 2012). For many consumers, EV’s were the best option for financial considerations, for
convenience, and as a response to environmental concerns. In addition to EV purchasing incentives, other lures were conve-
nient parking spaces and free charging (Nicholas and Tal, 2013). Marketplace incentives were also in place in the early years
but, once adopted by about 20% of the customer set, the incentives were no longer needed to spur sales (Rogers, 2013). Sales
forecasts suggested EV’s would not immediately achieve a high market share but instead be in a minority position for years
to come. Though forecasts varied widely and could have been affected by incentives and fuel costs, the dominant projection
of PEV’s was just 2.4% of total new vehicle sales by 2022 (Millikin, 2013). Even with personal justifications and incentives
that jump-start innovations, EV sales have only been increasing slowly (Greene et al., 2013). Now, the major reason identi-
fied of why EV sales are not meeting expectations is range anxiety.
Range issues are not the same for EV and internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles though calculations for the driving
range are the same. The driving range calculations include the amount of energy the vehicle has stored, the distance that
energy will propel the vehicle (which will depend on driving behavior), and the ability to replenish that energy. With the
ICE vehicle’s fuel carrying capacity and miles per gallon capabilities, ICE vehicles can travel several hundred miles. Addition-
ally, refill stations are plentiful along most routes with 157,393 gas stations in the U.S. (Service Station FAQs, 2013). Though
there are some remote routes that for long distances lack gas stations, these are well marked with WARNING signs, such as
the 240 mile trek in Alaska from Deadhorse to Coldfoot (Longest signed interval between gas stations, 2014). However, these
remote routes are exceptions to the readily available gas and diesel stations across the country. In contrast, PEV’s stored
energy (the battery) will take most PEVs only 70–100 miles and public refill (charging) stations are rare with only 6,883 pub-
lic charging stations in the U.S. (Alternative Fuels Data Center: Alternative Fueling Station Locator, 2013) and no warning
signs as with gas stations. These few charging stations are even fewer for owners with specific EVs because there are at least
six different types of charging stations (CarStations | Charging Stations App & Map for Electric Cars and Plugin Hybrids,
2014). Like the disappointment of a driver requiring ultra-low sulfur diesel, a charger may exist but not be compatible.
The lack of publicly available compatible charging stations limits PEV drivers to round trips from the home charging sta-
tion. This limitation constrains the PEV target market and contributes to sales continuing to be low (Eisenstein, 2013). One
study using GPS data in Austin and Seattle found that 9% of the vehicles sampled never exceeded 100 miles per day, suggest-
ing that these drivers would be good candidates for owning a PEV (Dong et al., 2014). Another 41% of the vehicles occasion-
ally exceeded this minimal distance, and thus could probably adjust to a PEV range, but the remaining 50% would have more
difficulty adapting to a PEV’s limited range (Dong et al., 2014). If a publically available and compatible EV charging network
existed, the possible EV market could grow not just based on the 9% of automobile owners with short trips but from the 50%,
a 5.5 increase. Understandably, these sales projections involve other variables. The EV market might also be impacted by
population density and availability of other green transportation options, such as mass transit or safe bicycle routes. Poten-
tial customers in cold climates might not be inclined to buy a BEV because BEV’s do not perform as well in the cold and also
need to run the defroster and heater.
Though there are considerations such as weather, range anxiety felt in any locality can be correlated to about half the
driving range. The owner of a regular internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle, that has a 300-mile range, is willing to travel
about 150 miles from a known refill point while a PEV with a 100-mile range will not be driven more than 50 miles from an
available recharging point. The anxiety might be lessened knowing a charging station exists, but the concern is valid and will
continue to affect a driver’s decisions concerning when and where to drive an EV (Lay, 2014). The driving range perception
also involves not only the actual range but the perceived range, and both contribute to range anxiety and affect sales (Franke
et al., 2012).
To lessen range anxiety, Tesla is building a nationwide network of Tesla charging stations and the U.S. Department of
Energy is supporting creation of infrastructure as part of a plan to develop a nationwide network of EV charging stations
(Alternative Fuels Data Center: Developing Infrastructure to Charge Plug-In Electric Vehicles, 2013; Dorrier, 2013). Today’s
Tesla has the same battery technology as its competitors, lithium ion, but it has a bigger battery. However, the network Tesla
is building hints at the expectation of longer range batteries because Tesla has been focusing on the DC fast chargers and not
the 240V AC level 2 chargers.
While the number of charging stations is at least on the rise, charger compatibility must also be addressed. The SAE J1772
charging plug has become the standard for 120V and 240V. DC fast charging lacks a standard, with the CHAdeMO and the
SAE J1772 Combined Charging System (CCS) coexisting along with Tesla’s proprietary charging system (Alternative Fuels
Data Center: Developing Infrastructure to Charge Plug-In Electric Vehicles, 2013). Adaptors allow Tesla’s proprietary charg-
ing system to be compatible with the SAE J1772 and CHAdeMO (Supercharger | Tesla Motors, 2014). Though not all EVs are
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chargers are few but at least they are being strategically located. Tesla Motors is locating their Superchargers along corridors
such as I95 in Boston, I10 and 1010 in California and I70 in Kansas among others (Supercharger | Tesla Motors, 2014). Supply
and demand are driving each other.
To further address range issues, the PEV is being improved through battery energy density and technology (Cao and Emadi,
2012; Thackeray et al., 2012). With better batteries such as lithium metal or those utilizing carbon nanotubes, a fourfold
improvement in driving range may be expected (Casey, 2014). EV drivers are also adopting energy efficient driving practices
(Knowles et al., 2013). These solutions will change the EV driving profile so care must be taken to not implement a charging
infrastructure based on past or current driving profiles. The 200 kW h battery will be quite different compared with today’s
20 kW h battery and may require different charging facilities, but such predictions are beyond the scope of this project. For
now, the lack of publically available and compatible charging stations will deter PEV sales (Schroeder and Traber, 2012).
To arrive at solutions, the list of charging issues must be addressed. The ability to unplug a charged EV to avail another EV
is critical because time is the fundamental difference between refueling an ICE vehicle and recharging an EV. The pay-at-the-
pump time to fuel an ICE vehicle is only a few minutes. A PEV’s time is substantially longer (hours) depending on the size of
the battery, how drained it is, the type of charger (120 V, 240 V, 480 V) and how much charge the driver needs. Battery
capacities and charging rates vary by vehicle. With the Mitsubishi Innovative Electric Vehicle (MiEV), for example, a drained
battery will take 22.5 h with a 120 V (AC Level 1) home charger. The charging time drops to 7 h with a 240 V (AC Level 2)
charger or 30 min with a 480 V fast charge (DC Level 3) (Mitsubishi i-MiEV, 2013). This fast charger is meant to be the equiv-
alent of a fill-up where the driver waits for the charge to complete (Schroeder and Traber, 2012). A network of fast chargers,
for example along main driving routes or interstates, is essential to enable long distance PEV capability (Machiels et al.,
2013). Additionally, fast chargers could be used at local destinations such as shopping centers, amusement parks, office com-
plexes, or schools. Fast chargers are being used in New York City because they are demanded by the taxis (de Blasio, 2015).
As battery densities increase, fast chargers may become de-rigueur.
Even with the battery densities being improved, most local charging stations will continue to be AC Level 2. The instal-
lation costs of a public AC Level 2 charger in Vermont range from $7000 to $21,000, whereas the Level 3 fast charger instal-
lation can cost up to $85,000 (DuBois and King, 2013). Many EV owners install an AC Level 2 charger at home for improved
charge time for about $1000. With most public chargers being AC Level 2, one study found the maximum public charging
time is about 6 h and the average about 3.1 h (Robinson et al., 2013). This charge time is too long to expect the EV owner
to wait until their car is charged.
In addition to needing a charging station, an EV owner might find they cannot recharge because another EV is plugged
into the charger or the spot is taken by a non-charging vehicle. EV owners may not know that they should not park in
the charging space for long periods of time. Without an etiquette card or some other form of permission, an EV owner might
lack the knowledge that unplugging another’s EV might leave them open to a civil suit. Upon finding their EV unplugged,
another EV owner could claim the battery was not charged or economic harm was inflicted, such as the car being scratched.
Though EV charging behavior has been studied (e.g., frequency of charging and length of charge time), the behavior was
measured in a setting of constrained chargers suggesting the results may not apply to a network of publicly available charg-
ers (Robinson et al., 2013). Charging in real life has implications associated with legislation. No legislation exists that governs
the conditions under which one may or may not unplug another’s EV. Unplugging is an option but done at one’s own risk,
even when an etiquette card is present. Sharing and prioritizing of charging stations along with unplugging EVs is currently
ruled by etiquette along with the use of etiquette cards.
Due to range anxiety and the resulting lowered sales of PEVs from lack of charging infrastructure, this paper will explore
how parking spaces and chargers could be more effective through altered placement and design. The overall goal will be to
improve charger utilization and lower actual and perceived range anxiety. PEV charging station design will be analyzed to
find more effective ways to charge multiple EV’s serially. The drawbacks of free and convenient EV parking and/or charging
will be detailed and charging etiquette critiqued. Legal issues with handling another’s EV plus fines or penalties will be dis-
cussed. Innovations, including battery swapping and smart grid, will be outlined. Legislation governing EV parking/charging
locations will also be studied to determine if ticketing an unplugged EV is counterproductive. These findings could be used to
inform current practitioners of EV charging station designs, improve etiquette practices, and frame legislation about unplug-
ging and plugging an EV.2. Material and methods
The design and location of EV charging stations primarily involve the same principles in architecture, i.e., physical design,
space, and utilization. Therefore, research methods commonly applied in architectural research are used (Groat and Wang,
2002). While the methods could have included action research, i.e., diagnosing, action planning, action taking, evaluating,
and specifying (Morgan, 1983), this would have involved the expensive steps of building and testing EV charging stations.
Therefore, Yin’s replication model of multiple case studies was applied using information available from several cases
(Yin, 1994). The replication model involves multiple case studies, instead of only a single case study, and thus the findings
are more generalizable. In this research, multiple examples of parking situations and recharging were collected from which
to more accurately draw findings.
Table 1
EV models, range and price.
Car EPA range (Miles) List price DC fast charge
Tesla Model S P85 265 120,170 Tesla
Tesla Roadster 245 $101,500 Tesla
Mercedes B-Class Electric 85 $33,950 J1772 CCS
Chevrolet Spark EV 82 $19,185 J1772 CCS
BMW i3 81 $41,350 J1772 CCS
Ford Focus Electric 76 $35,170 No
Nissan Leaf 84 $21,510 CHAdeMO
Smart Electric Drive 68 12,490 No
Toyota RAV4 EV 103 $49,800 No
Honda Fit EV 82 $36,625 No
Mitsubishi MiEV 62 $22,995 CHAdeMO
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high percentage of EV owners. In Vermont in 2015, 891 electric vehicles were registered which is approximately 0.2% of the
overall number of registered vehicles. In the U.S., approximately 0.08% of the registered vehicles were EV. The Vermont case
studies included information about charging stations in Burlington at St. Michael’s College, in Burlington at a grocery store, in
Stowe at a parking lot, and in South Royalton at the Vermont Law School. Case studies can be exploratory, descriptive, or
explanatory (Yin, 1994) and a combination of all three provide insights into the new realm of EV charging stations. The infor-
mation for each case was gathered through literature, including trade market press, and observations. Information that was
useful and that informed this research was also derived from spontaneous non-research based discussions. The Harvard T.H.
Chan School of Public Health Office of Human Research Administration confirmed that this non-research system of receiving
information was allowed. These conversations were not part of systematic interviews because there was no plan for the con-
versations. Instead, individuals voluntarily offered their observation or insights specific to EV charging.
To frame these Vermont case studies, a literature review was conducted. Literature can provide case-specific information
and help ground the project in epistemological points (Groat and Wang, 2002). Web searches, primarily with Google Scholar
and Google, were conducted using key words including electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles, charging stations, parking for elec-
tric vehicles, electric vehicle etiquette, and electric vehicle legislation. Information selected was an expert determination and
based on whether the source was deemed credible and if the information would help guide the design of EV charging
stations.3. Results
The case studies and literature were combined to provide results in this sequential architectural order: 1. Design of park-
ing spaces and chargers for EVs; 2. Problems with free and convenient charging; 3. Current EV etiquette and practices; 4.
Handling another’s EV and the liability; 5. Battery swapping and smart grid; and 6. Legislation governing EV charging.3.1. Design of parking spaces and chargers for EVs
A straightforward way to increase charging station availability is with the location of the charging stations in parking
areas. Charging stations are often placed at the corner edge of parking lots, reducing the number of vehicles the charger
may reach (Fig. 1). Chargers usually have one or two charging plugs with some having more. A charger placed in the corner
of a parking lot may only reach one vehicle (Fig. 1.1). A charger along the edge of a parking lot may reach two vehicles
(Fig. 1.2), and one in the middle of the rows may reach four vehicles (Fig. 1.3). If each charger cord was of sufficient length
to reach across the nearest vehicle to its neighbor, as some are, then twice the number of vehicles could be accessed as could
be charged.3.2. Problems with free and convenient charging
Businesses supporting EV chargers often offer the charging service for free and place them at the most convenient parking
locations as a way to attract customers. However, as Donald Shoup has suggested, there can be a high cost to free services
(Shoup and American Planning Association, 2005). Among the pros and cons of free workplace charging, free spaces can
result in parking lot overcrowding, loss of store revenue, and customer dissatisfaction (Nicholas and Tal, 2013). Merely
charging for the electricity consumed imposes no additional fee, or burden, for continuing to occupy the space once the vehi-
cle is charged. Imposing even a modest fee for the time in occupying the space can help free up chargers. ChargePoint sta-
tions located in Winooski, Vermont, a community near Burlington where there are many charging locations, are offered free
of charge, courtesy of Green Mountain Power and St. Michael’s College (Fig. 2). Stowe, Vermont, a small tourist community,
had two chargers installed in 2013 and these were with an hourly rate (Gardner, 2013). A hybrid can take 4 h to charge and
Fig. 1. Charger placement.
Fig. 2. EV charging.
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try is still testing charging fees, lessons can be learned from paid parking.3.3. Current EV etiquette and practices
Charging etiquette includes a wide range of practices, many of which are followed while others are flouted. Giving a BEV
(which may have to charge) priority over a PHEV (which may merely find it convenient to charge) is suggested as a soft rule
in the evolving etiquette (Ingram, 2013). Yet the latest attempt at a national etiquette by plug-in-cars discourages such pri-
oritization, excepting the case of a fully charged car (Berman, 2014). Only charging when necessary, and only as much as
needed, are other items of etiquette. The latest National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment (EVSE) standards require the charging equipment to indicate if a vehicle has completed charging. This is a charg-
ing equipment design worthy of consideration because, outside of an etiquette card, only charged vehicles may be consid-
ered for unplugging. Though there is no single etiquette standard, the various documented EV etiquettes are largely in
agreement with ‘‘unplug your vehicle once it is sufficiently charged” being the most important. Drivers may also obtain eti-
quette cards which are placed on the vehicle noting the hour when the EV may be unplugged by another EV owner (Fig. 3).
Yet even though EV etiquettes do exist, some EV owners still take advantage of ‘‘EV only” parking because they are prime
parking spots (Adams, 2013). It can be assumed that most EV owners have good intentions and the informal etiquette net-
work has positively shaped the EV experience for many drivers. However, the lack of knowledge about etiquette and confu-
sion about proper etiquette may make personal courtesies, such as the etiquette card, less effective (Caperello et al., 2013).
As EV’s move beyond a small group of EV enthusiast into the mainstream market, observation of etiquette is likely to
decrease. Etiquette, like good manners, is learned behavior in which individuals may or may not choose to practice.
Time limits for EV charging spaces are widely practiced as an ‘‘enforced etiquette” with fines for violations (Electric
Vehicle Charging Stations – University of Michigan, 2013). One problem with time limits is the inherent bias against BEV’s
which require longer charge times, lacking the ICE back-up. Time limits based on the type of vehicle are possible, though this
would add confusion and difficulty of enforcement to a situation which needs to be simplified. Informing all EV owners about
etiquette and policing those not adhering to the practices would be difficult and costly. Even with a more regulated charging
environment, some etiquette will still be needed as it is in all social interactions (Caperello et al., 2013).
Fig. 3. EV courtesy notice.
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the amount of electrical current they can supply at any one time. A charger could be built with more plugs than will be used
for charging, i.e. eight plugs (an octopus charger). This octopus charger would allow for only two active charges at a time and
the EVs would be charged sequentially (Miller et al., 2013). The plugs would charge on a first-in basis. While the first two
would be actively charging, the third would display a ‘1’ showing it is first in line. If a fourth is plugged in, presuming the
first two are still charging, it will show a ‘2’. If a charger finishes, it will display a ‘charging complete’ light and the ‘1’ charger
will start charging and the ‘2’ will become ‘1’. This eliminates the issue of plugging and unplugging another’s EV, maximizing
the charger utilization, but having the drawback of not knowing when a car will start charging. If chargers could calculate
how long a car will take to charge, this timing question would be resolved. Mobile apps are available to support EV charging
that allow the owner to monitor the EV charge level (ChargePoint Mobile Applications, 2013). The octopus charger could be
watched in overnight parking facilities. Alternatively, the octopus charger could be monitored in a commuter parking garage
where commuters merely want a worry free minimum charge, such as 2 h or 8 kW h. Such a guaranteed minimum, as a
ready option, could be designed into the octopus charger.
3.4. Handling another’s EV and the liability
Though the EV early adopters unplug other’s EVs when directed by an etiquette card, some businesses refuse to unplug a
charged EV due to concerns with the legality of handling the owner’s property (Customer Comment: Electric Car Charging
City Market – Onion River Co-op, 2013). A Burlington, Vermont grocery co-op, City Market, offers free charging as a customer
service but store policy does not allow anyone to unplug a charged vehicle (Fig. 4). The store also has a policy restricting EV
charging to customers only while they are shopping. Due to underutilization of the chargers, the store does make exceptions
even though it is a policy conflict (Burns, 2011). A PHEV owner uses the City Market charger every day from 8:00 to 12:00
even though the car only takes about one hour to charge. An arriving BEV owner and store customer needed to unplug the
PHEV that had completed charging but the store’s policy restricted the unplugging of the vehicle (Bonges, 2013). HoweverFig. 4. Leviton charger.
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tomer in the store led to another customer not being able to charge. Businesses should not have to be involved with an
unplugging policy, another reason legislation to clarify charging policy is proposed. A charger reservation system has been
proposed by EV owners to improve reliable access to EV chargers (Caperello et al., 2013). Though this offers a partial solution,
this method has its own drawbacks and concerns.
Another issue with someone else’s property involves the car alarm, which may be set off when unplugging another’s
already-charged EV. An EV owner looking to charge his vehicle was concerned about unplugging a PHEV. Though the meter
indicated the vehicle was fully charged, he was unsure if an alarm would be triggered (Vermont Law School – Electric Car
(EV) Charging Station – PlugShare, 2013). Vehicles have no outward signs that a car alarm will be set off if someone unplugs
the charger without the keys to the car. The Chevy Volt is the only vehicle at this time with this Charge Cord Theft Alert ‘‘fea-
ture” and it may be disabled by the owner (2014 Chevrolet Volt Owner Manual, 2014). This concern is limited now to one
vehicle model but other manufacturers may also install similar alarms. Consumers looking to charge their EV should not
have to be experts on all EV models and features.
3.5. Battery swapping and smart grid
Increasing charger availability is not the only way to charge an EV and thus decrease the real or imagined range anxiety
(Guevara-Stone, 2013). Battery swapping to reduce charging time is a method being pursued by several European and U.S.
suppliers along with Tesla (Armstrong et al., 2013). Battery swapping looks to be a specialty market and is not expected to be
a significant part of the general EV charging market. However, battery lifetime and replacement costs are primary concerns
of potential PHEV owners, and swapping would address these concerns in addition to providing an ‘‘instant charge” (Krupa
et al., 2014).
A smart grid infrastructure uses EVs as both an energy source and sink, implying the EV’s stay plugged in. Using EVs as a
power source is often touted as a key benefit of the smart grid. However this is a complex problem that will evolve slowly
and be confined to specialty locations (He et al., 2012). Though there are benefits of using EV’s with the smart grid, at this
time they are not projected to be significant to the EV owner. Therefore, the smart grid connection is not an economic con-
sideration in sales or the charging of EVs (Loisel et al., 2013; Lyon et al., 2012).
3.6. Legislation governing EV charging
No federal legislation exists regarding EV charging. State legislation is limited and only restricts reserved EV parking spots
to EV’s that are plugged into a charger, even if they are fully charged. This effectively makes it illegal to unplug a charged EV
to charge another. California Assembly Bill No. 475 (AB 475) states (Assembly Bill No. 475, 2011):
The bill would also authorize the removal of these vehicles from an off-street parking facility if they are not connected for electric
charging purposes.
Washington State Senate Bill No. 5849 is similar and states (Goodman, 2013):
It is a parking infraction, with a monetary penalty of one hundred twenty-four dollars, for any person to park a vehicle in an
electric vehicle charging station provided on public or private property if the vehicle is not connected to the charging equipment.
This allows an EV to occupy a charging location for any period of time, as long as it is plugged in. As chargers are cabled
with a charger cord able to reach several parking locations, unplugging one car after it has been charged to plug in another
car is physically feasible. The problem is it puts the newly charging EV owner in violation for having unplugged the already-
charged EV. Concerns about legislation have been raised (Miller, 2013) and the issue of unplugging a charged EV is widely
acknowledged but there is no legislative redress at this time (Sweeney, 2013). Without legislation specifically allowing the
unplugging of an EV under certain conditions, the legality of this act is in limbo. Courtesy and etiquette are still the only
established practices in the U.S. and Europe.
4. Discussion
To lessen range anxiety, increase EV sales, extend ownership of EVs, and achieve more of the EV benefits, changes related
to charging need to be made in the physical and regulatory environments. The design and layout of the charging spots along
with the design and location of the chargers should be corrected. Priority should be for a charger to access four parking spots
with a sequential octopus charger and chargers that clearly indicate when charging has completed. Chargers should be in
less convenient spaces and manageable fees for charging should be applied to foster turnover. Thus, an unplugged EV in a
charging spot would be discouraged through geography, or remote location of the spot, and money, or fees for charging. Reg-
ulations should allow for unplugging a charged EV with or without an etiquette card, though etiquette cards should still be
encouraged as they are an opportunity to convey positive information about sharing. Handling of another’s car to unplug a
charged vehicle should not involve liability and car alarms should not activate when the car is unplugged by someone other
than the vehicle owner. Though cities are installing many new charging spots, including NYC’s proposal to install 10,000 EV
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quantity of chargers (Edelstein, 2013). Focusing on providing superior charging might help offset the recent decline in sales
of PHEVs due to lowered gas prices (Tuttle, 2015).
In addition to providing many superior charging spots, selection of the chargers themselves should be considered because
costs and charging rates vary. AC Level 2 public chargers cost up to $21,000 installed and DC Level 3 chargers cost up to
$85,000 but are faster (DuBois and King, 2013). Though most public chargers are AC level 2, the more expensive and faster
DC Level 3 chargers are being evaluated for destination parking in addition to being located along the interstate system
(Goldmark, 2013). Downsides are that cities and businesses are making these expensive chargers available at zero cost while
placing them in the most convenient locations to attract customers and employees. Parking turnover is then discouraged. To
foster turnover, lessons could be learned from large parking lots that have one paying kiosk (cash/charge card) that prints out
a sticker to put inside the car indicating time paid. Similarly, one paying kiosk could exist for multiple EV plug-ins. The EV
owner could pay for time charging and could also choose if their paid sticker reads, ‘‘Yes, may unplug or No, may not unplug.”
Chargers located to maximize the number of vehicles reached lessens the need to employ police to ticket a non-EV car
parked in an ‘‘EV only” space or an EV parked over the time limits. Unlike chargers dedicated to one parking spot, chargers
which reach four parking spots do not need to be as vigilantly monitored because one of the spots is likely available. Placing
chargers in less convenient parking locations also eliminates the need for hourly police monitoring. Discounts for EV charg-
ing and/or parking should be reduced or eliminated to lessen congestion in charging locations. Charging policies which rely
on fines, such as time limits, should be avoided because some users may see these as fees and be willing to pay them (Sandel,
2012). Such fines may generate revenue but the opportunity is lost to create awareness about the value of charging time and
foster sharing of the resource. Fees for charging should not be exorbitant but high enough to discourage extended parking
time or leaving a charged vehicle in charging space.
Etiquette cards should continue to be used by the early adopters who are well read on EV’s and particularly courteous.
However, such etiquette should not be expected of the wider public. Best driving practices of an EV or policies about unplug-
ging an EV are confusing enough for the less dedicated and knowledgeable EV owner. The novice is concerned with basic
questions including when to charge, how full the battery should be, or how long will it take to charge the vehicle
(Caperello and Kurani, 2012). The EV culture should not perpetuate an elitism that alienates the casual EV owner due to their
limited knowledge about range and charging needs. A similar culture of superiority was perpetuated by early adopters of
bicycling who were primarily male (Garrard et al., 2008; Lusk et al., 2013; Pucher and Buehler, 2008). The early bicyclists
assumed that what worked best for them was best for all bicyclists and the resulting infrastructure discouraged the growth
of biking for groups such as women, the elderly and children. To support EV’s growth, the potential new EV owners should be
the market target, not the small fraternity of EV enthusiasts who are ‘‘in the know.” The use of etiquette cards should con-
tinue and legislation should make them more effective, but at the same time decrease their necessity.
Differentiating between BEV’s and PHEV’s is a subtle point, and giving BEV’s priority is often but not always the more
correct choice. Policy or etiquette based on this differentiation should be discouraged as it will be confusing to many. Lim-
iting the parking time in an EV location requires extra enforcement and is of limited benefit in freeing up the charging space.
A four-hour limit will be perceived as a right to park for four hours without any moral obligation to limit the charging other-
wise (Sandel, 2012). If the enforcement cost is not justified by the benefits these practices offer, they should be discontinued.
The policies and practices put forth eliminate any need to either differentiate BEVs and PHEVs or impose time limits on the
EV charging locations.
Charging reservation systems are currently available (Coulomb announces online EV charging station reservation system,
2011; Next Charge Electric Vehicle Charging Stations EV Finder on the App Store on iTunes, 2015). Though presumably use-
ful, the system does have its own set of problems. One example is if a location is reserved for 11:00 and the EV does not show
up, the owner could be charged for the location. If the reservation ends at 11:30, the consequences are unknown if the owner
leaves at 11:20 or 11:40. Another concern is how to lock the charger so no one other than the reserved customer may use the
charger. The parking space location, and not just the charger, needs to also be reserved. Though a violator may be fined for
parking in the reserved parking space, this does not help the reservee needing to charge. Without complete solutions to guar-
anteed charger accessibility, the confidence of the EV owner will be limited (Electric Vehicle Charging by ChargePoint –
Driver FAQ, 2013). Like first class passengers on an airline, a reservation system for charging will supply an alternative
for those willing to pay a premium for better service, but this will not enable the mass market of EVs. A reservation system
is a service which optimizes the customer time, not the charging resources. However a properly implemented charging
infrastructure should reduce if not eliminate the need for a reservation system.
Even with these efforts to relieve congestion at EV charging locations and increase charging opportunities, the need will
still arise to unplug a charged EV. EVs require hours to charge and the owners cannot be expected to be immediately avail-
able to unplug them. Unplugging an EV with an etiquette card still involves handling another person’s property and should
be clarified in legislation. The EV is private property but the plug is publicly available for private use. A civil suit would be
possible as the owner could claim they were stranded because their vehicle was not charged, the car was scratched, or the
charging mechanism was damaged. The need for legislation in the new EV environment is shown by the Nissan Leaf owner
who was arrested for ‘‘stealing” $0.05 of electricity and claims the police damaged his car (Gordon-Bloomfield, 2013).
As a first legislative initiative, the existing etiquette practice should be accepted as valid. Vehicles displaying signage that
directs others to plug or unplug their vehicle under certain conditions may be acted upon. Second, legislation should allow
vehicles plugged into a charger displaying ‘charge complete’ to be unplugged. Third, legislation should also limit unplugging
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quette signage may not be unplugged. Fourth, as EV’s may now be unplugged, an EV parked in an ‘‘EV only” location may not
be ticketed for not being plugged in. The previously described parking policies, which eliminate free parking and charging
and move EV charging locations away from the premium parking spots, should alleviate concerns of abuse of any remaining
EV-only parking locations.
Legislation should be proposed through organizations such as Drive Electric Vermont (DEV), a ‘‘statewide coalition of pol-
icy makers, industry leaders, and ordinary citizens dedicated to promoting the spread of electric transportation in the State”
(Drive Electric VT, 2013). DEV is involved with infrastructure, regulation, legislation and policy, among other efforts (Drive
Electric VT, 2013). Having a wide audience, DEV is able to craft legislation and guide it through the legislative process. DEV
can reach out to their stakeholders and uncover concerns about proposed legislation. One concern is the use of locks on the
EV cords, as in the 2013 Leaf that has a button that secures the charging connector to the port. Someone might break a con-
nector if they do not know about this feature (Roberts and Bonges, 2013). EV proponents may wish to focus on increasing the
number of chargers, implementing the recommended parking policies to reduce squatters, and promoting proper EV eti-
quette behavior but appropriate legislation should not be delayed. New York City’s (NYC) Mayor Michael Bloomberg pro-
posed that 20% of all new parking spaces have chargers and be reserved for EV’s (Goldmark, 2013). Carefully designed
parking lots and chargers, as proposed in this research, would increase the number of EVs that may be charged beyond that
expected by just increasing the number of chargers. The current mayor, Bill de Blasio, is also supportive of EV’s as shown in
the latest OneNYC plan (de Blasio, 2015). Though the plan does not specifically state 20% of all parking spaces must be
reserved for EV’s, the plan does call for all new parking garages or those undergoing electrical work to support EV charging
(de Blasio, 2015). Level 3 chargers will also be introduced, a necessity if the taxi fleet is to move to EV’s (de Blasio, 2015).5. Strengths and Limitations
The research on EV charging legislation found little actual legislation to reference. This shortcoming was identified
through the four case studies, literature, and trade market press. The small sample size is a limitation. With EV ownership
in the U.S. at less than 0.08% of registered vehicles, even a broader sample would still be dominated by leading adopters and
this population does not necessarily represent the majority market (Rogers, 2013). Though EV ownership in California is
0.5%, lessons can easily be learned from the rural state of Vermont that has an EV ownership of 0.2%.
This research analyzed legislation and, rather than only raise issues, proposed legislation to address acknowledged prob-
lems. This work also proposed the redesign and relocation of the charging parking spaces and of the charging stations. Quan-
tifying the benefits of the recommended charging location, policy and legislation will require further study.6. Conclusion and policy implications
EV sales are lower than environmental awareness would predict with one documented reason being range anxiety. Bat-
tery swapping and charging station reservations are partial options but these will only affect niche markets. EV charging
infrastructure that supports the smart grid does not appear to play a significant role in the foreseeable future. Enforcing
charging time limits is only a partial solution as this system is biased against BEV’s and too reliant on enforcement. Therefore
to lessen range anxiety, the location of EV parking spots should be moved to less choice locations, the layout and design of
the chargers should allow multiple vehicles to be charged, chargers should indicate when a charge is complete, and modest
charging fees that foster turnover should be applied. Legislation should be developed to govern the grey areas of how to deal
with unplugging or ticketing a charged vehicle. The legislation should allow a charged EV to be unplugged if another EV is
able to use the plug, allow etiquette cards to be acted upon, and not allow for an EV to be unplugged in any other conditions.
As EV’s could then be unplugged, legislation should allow unplugged EV’s in charging locations without being in violation.
Though this paper could have been written based on speculation about new EV technologies, the suggestions in this research
apply now and the parking layout and legislative actions will still serve as workable solutions in the future.
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